Greeks Surround Italian Base

Revamped Hawkeye Lineup Faces Cornhuskers

Five Veterans, 6 Sophomores Start for Iowa

Nebraska Has Lost Only One Encounter During 1940 Season

Lord Horder, lives nearby and

Chancellor in Munich Behind Closed Doors On 1923 Anniversary

Reich to Take All of Europe, Fuehrer Says

Fliers Kill Several In Britain-Challenger 20 Nazi}

Raider Bomb British Capital, Hit Air Shelter

Chamberlain Has Relapse; Is Gravely Ill

British Merchant Cruiser Reported Sunk By Sub

Germany's Claims Warships Destroved Entire British Merchant Convoy in Mid-Atlantic

Six Wounded Greek Soldiers Account For Capture of 250 in Albania

Troops Occupy Koritzan Hills, Take Captives

Greek Artillery Blasts Facets, T00ks Ring About Invading Army

Athens, Nov. 8.—Greek observers near border reported sending the battleground Italian base in Elvas, reported captured on Nov. 6. This included the surrounding general area, driving columns and the Lincoln field. At present the front was not supplying new material. The Greek command high in the mountains had been hard hit and could not have improved much.
Sunday, I wishes to attend and Musical they were bored with Mike Curr and Mound

in his last two years, which are most meaningful. They are nothing by themselves. Certain attachment, a sense of truth, beauty, loyalty, love, faith, purpose.

loyalty they held, nor without comprehensive study and thought. He will be among the most significant people.

Today there are too many people grown up. What is to become of them?

In eat clit

anyone belonging in this category, the work is done, but not the result. It is the work that counts, not the result. It is the work that counts, not the result. It is the work that counts, not the result.

Where do we go from here? Is there a plan, a purpose, a hope?

If ever there was an opportunity to learn from the mistakes of the past, it is now. Let us seize the moment and make the most of it.

**Build a Better Rat Trap**
Mayor Issues Proclamation Urging Red Cross Support

Officials Seek 2,150 Answers To Roll Call

Johnson County to Get Roll Call

Mayor Issues Proclamation Urging Red Cross Support

MAYOR ENDSORES RED CROSS ROLL CALL

Willenbrock Declares Nov. 11 Armistice Day, Asking Cooperation

"It is the duty of every citizen to look after the welfare of the Red Cross. We have a duty to our fellow citizens to do all we can to help them."

According to the mayor, the Red Cross is a voluntary organization that provides help to those in need during times of disaster. The mayor encouraged everyone to support the Red Cross by donating money, volunteering their time, or helping in any way they can.

To Roll Call

Hall

1,500 Johnson County to Get

Roll Call

Ladd

Officials should take their case to the voters.

Student Chapel Made

Reverend Names Aides

Sawtelle-Belarde Congregational Church

The Reverend names aides to his analysis of the state of the country.

Mayoral Issues Proclamation Urging Red Cross Support

The mayor issues a proclamation urging Red Cross support.

Iowans To Drill Close To Home

FARM BUREAU TO CELEBRATE

Farm Bureau

Festivities Monday Mark Achievement of Membership Goal

Monday, November 11, 1940

The Farm Bureau achieved a membership goal on Sunday, November 11, 1940. This was a significant accomplishment for the organization.

Party Stress On '40 Issues Sole Difference

The political atmosphere was tense as the election approached, with both parties vying for voters' support.

County Supervisors Meet To Legalize Results Of Election

County Supervisors

County Supervisors Meet To Legalize Results Of Election

The county supervisors met to legalize the results of the election.
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ANNOUNCES

GRAND OPENING

OF THEIR NEW BUILDING

NALL CHEVROLET

You Are Cordially Invited to Visit Our New Building Today and Tomorrow
Sigma Delta Chi, Journalism Fraternity, to Convene Nov. 14 at Des Moines

At Convention

All Set for a Big Evening!

Vari-Colored Crysanthemums worn In Local Lapels, Vases This Season

Crysanthemums! Rich million-dollar blooms in every color! Jewel-toned petals of pink, white, yellow, red, purple or lavender from the small open-door type to the splendid large-flowered varieties. The most commonly known finds "A" and "B" in most flower shops, and flower fanciers have their choice of a whole group of "A", "B", and "C" varieties, besides our old favorites, Carnations, Roses, Chrysanthemums, and Geraniums, are in a good line.

Mary Ettm Huffman, A2, and Kathleen Hennessey, At, both of Dubuque, and John Zerr, A1, of Cedar Rapids, are members of the second place winning group of Sigma Chi, the chapter house fraternity, Iowa City, who will present a choral group from Iowa City.
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Life Salutes - Artist Martin
In New Issue

Baggage Reproduces
The Works in Color
of Praise of Iowa

Prairie Martin, admired by critics and patrons, is
expected to be accompanied by her new creations in a
series of paintings entitled "The Works in Color of
Praise of Iowa," which will be exhibited at the State
Capitol and other locations throughout the state.

Thro u ghout the country, including California, before
painters appear in an art magazine of Art Institute
Thursday afternoon for the opening of the annual
exhibition of American Painters at the Art Institute
Saturday. The exhibition, which will run through
June 28, features works by Martin and other
eminent painters from across the country.
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painters appear in an art magazine of Art Institute
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exhibition of American Painters at the Art Institute
Saturday. The exhibition, which will run through
June 28, features works by Martin and other
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Mechanical Engineers Gather Here

Addie Davis of Iowa City, Edna B. Neely, of
Elliott, and Harold Zimbelman, of Iowa City,
were guests at a breakfast meeting of the Iowa
Chapter of the Society of Automotive Engineers, held
at the Hotel St. Anthony.

Thro u ghout the country, including California, before
painters appear in an art magazine of Art Institute
Thursday afternoon for the opening of the annual
exhibition of American Painters at the Art Institute
Saturday. The exhibition, which will run through
June 28, features works by Martin and other
eminent painters from across the country.

Dr. Jenkins to Address Psychologists

Dr. John E. Jenkins, president of the national
psychological organization and member of the
department at East Rand Hospital, will be the
speaker at the meeting of the Iowa Psychological
Society, held Thursday night at the Hotel St.
Anthony.
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Plan Submitted To Eliminate 'A', 'B' Rating

Winners, Runners-Up Of Third-Round Sites Win

DENVER, Nov. 8 (AP) — Initial steps to overhaul the system for determining school basketball tournament entries were taken by the National Collegiate Basketball Association yesterday.

The two men charged with the task were named by the representative council and accepted by the board in general meeting.

First of the meeting was the selection of the other vet.

The field is the third round tournament.

The winner of the tournament is the second round tournament.

The tournament is for the state championship.

The tournament may be any of the four third round round.

Four Weeks, Not Three

The tournament was originally planned to last 14 weeks ending in March.

The tournament was shortened to 14 weeks.
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NOW PLAYING AT IOWA CITY THEATERS

**21 DAYS TOGETHER**

Drama as its Troupe tours the heartaches, joys and temperature changes of: "Going, Dance, Girl Dance," now at Varsity.

- Missy Leitch and Louise Cotton, the lovely royal English actresses who served personal三角 to the Richest Englishmen, "Eldorado of London," and "All This and a Bar!" only to escape anything else the world has ever known before with their audiences, winning performances in "Glengarry, Gogo's Wing." (COY)

- One of a radio detective been turned into a picture about their proper path is dramatically shipped in "Sedym, "Valley of Love," the (radio theatre) which guides planes along United States' bombers through a British rain-swpt city, which finds exciting in "Chased." Rounding out the evening is "The Broadway's Most Successful," "Havana," "Broadway Isn't So Tough."

**WATERLOO BRIDGE**

By special arrangement from the Robert E. Sherwood "Waterlo Bridge" which opened at the YANK TV Tuesday.

- Missy Leitch and Robert Taylor is a story from the Robert E. Sherwood "Waterlo Bridge" which opened at the YANK TV Tuesday.

**CAPTAIN FURY**

- Missy Leitch and Robert Taylor is a story from the Robert E. Sherwood "Waterlo Bridge" which opened at the YANK TV Tuesday.

- Missy Leitch and Robert Taylor is a story from the Robert E. Sherwood "Waterlo Bridge" which opened at the YANK TV Tuesday.

**TWO TOO MANY GIRLS**

- Missy Leitch and Robert Taylor is a story from the Robert E. Sherwood "Waterlo Bridge" which opened at the YANK TV Tuesday.

**THE HOWARDS OF VIRGINIA**

- Missy Leitch and Robert Taylor is a story from the Robert E. Sherwood "Waterlo Bridge" which opened at the YANK TV Tuesday.

**THE MOVIE GUIDE**

- Missy Leitch and Robert Taylor is a story from the Robert E. Sherwood "Waterlo Bridge" which opened at the YANK TV Tuesday.

**THE SYNDICATE**

- Missy Leitch and Robert Taylor is a story from the Robert E. Sherwood "Waterlo Bridge" which opened at the YANK TV Tuesday.

**TODAY ENGLISH THEATRE**

**DOORS OPEN 11:00 A.M.**

**LET'S GO COLLEGE!**

---DOWN ON THE CAMPUS OF DEAD OLD PATTYWATIE COLLEGE, ATF GAY NEW MEXICO---where there are ten girls for every boy---and the cutie co-eds wear "bunnie" caps to show they've never been kissed!

- Carefree, Colorful, Collegians!.... Kissing-coeds by the score!.. Girls are sparkling in a river of rhythm!... Fun, fight, football--even cornball!... A riot of youth and peony and beauty!....

More music, more dancing, more laughs than you've any right to expect!
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